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A Simple Task Allocation with Execution Uncertainty
• SETTING: A broken car can be fixed in three different garages with different repair suggestions (different costs) and each garage may fail
to satisfy the driver’s need or simply couldn’t fix the problem with their suggested repair, i.e., the execution uncertainty which is defined by
probability of success ∈ [0, 1].
• QUESTION: Which garage should the driver choose to "successfully" repair the car with a minimal cost?

Garage

Repair Suggestion (Cost)

Rating (Probability of Success)

$100

(0.5)

$150

(0.8)

$200

(0.7)
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• PEV-based mechanism is individually rational if and only if each
agent’s valuation is non-negative if she is not allocated to do any
task (i.e., she is not hurt by the others’ executions when she does
not do any task in any allocation).
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